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Basic information

1 Basic information
1.1 Renaming

The name of a show, group, channel or a device can be edited 
in tab "Properties". Therefore, you have to select an object 
before you can rename it. If it's activated, it will be highlighted 
in light grey. After renaming save it by pressing "Enter" at your 
keyboard.
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1.2 Adding

In the tab "Timeline" you can add a device, group or channel 
or channel range with a click on your right mouse button to your 
show by choosing "Add Group", "Add Device" or "Add Channel". 
The title can be modified as required (see "Renaming").

Please note, it is very important that each group and channel 
is connected with the device. This is symbolized with a light grey 
area, which surrounds the groups and channels of this device. 
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If you want to add several channels, choose "Add Channel 
Range". The first and the last channel have to be chosen. By  
"Apply" it will be confirmed.

Please note, right beneath the "Properties" you find the tab 
"Layout". The whole adding procedure can also be made directly 
in the tab "Layout" as well. Additionally, you can rearrange the 
location of each channel or group, by moving them up or down 
in the "Layout" tab.

It is highly recommended to group channels for a better work 
flow (see "Group").
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1.2.1 Adding a Pro I/O device

Select your ProCommander first (highlighted in light grey), 
if you want to add a Pro I/O device. Afterwards press the right 
mouse button and select "Add Device" and choose the Pro I/O 
module which you want to add.

In this example a Pro I/O Digital was used. 

In the tab "Layout" on the right side you can see, how the 
ProCommander frames the Pro I/O module. 

ATTENTION!

If this is not that case, the ProCommander cannot 
communicate with the Pro I/O module via Daisy-
Chain connection.

If the Pro I/O device has been placed by accident beneath 
the ProCommander, you can easily drag and drop the Pro I/O 
module to correct it in the tab "Layout".
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1.3 Network connection

Connect your ProCommander with your computer via an 
Ethernet cable. Select the device either in the tab "Timeline" 
or in the tab "Layout" (highlighted in light grey). Click on "UDP"  
in the tab "Properties" on the right under "Connections" -> 
"Output". Adjust the IP-address and port as needed. 

ATTENTION!

If the data don't correspond with the data of your 
device, no communication is possible between the 
devices.
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If the assignment was successful, the UDP will be shown 
also in the tab "Timeline".
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1.4 Assigning channel outputs

Select the channel in the tab "Timeline", which you want 
to assign to a certain channel output. Afterwards change the 
number in "Device Address" in the tab "Properties" in the right 
section. You save the new value by pressing the Enter key. In 
this case the output of the channel is the first DMX output.
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1.4.1 Shift DMX channel in the DMX universe

If your DMX channels are grouped, you can easily shift these 
channels by using the function "Shift DMX Channels" (see 
"Group"). Therefore you have to select your DMX group, either 
in the tab "Timeline" or "Layout", and click on your right mouse 
button. By default the DMX channels start with DMX channel 
#1. For example, if you want that your first DMX channel starts 
with DMX channel output 7 you have to insert the value six in 
the field "Shift Amount" and confirm it by pressing "Apply".

Afterwards your DMX group will look like this.
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2 Buttons
2.1 Tools

In the tab "Timeline" you can find right above the timeline 
the following buttons:

Jump to zero (Shift+Space)

Move Locator to the previous point

Move Locator to the previous marker

Play/ Stop the show

Move Locator to the next marker

Move Locator to the next point

On the right side you can find these buttons:

Enable or disable that the Locator follow mouse clicks

Enable or disable that the Locator follow dragged points
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Enable or disable that the Locator is visible during playback

Enables or disables safe zones.

Enables or disables that the selection rectangle stays visible 
in the channel.

Enables or disables a vertical mouse guide.

A little bit underneath you can find these buttons:

Copy selected items (Crtl+C)

Paste items at the current time (Ctrl+V)

Cut selected items (Ctrl+X)

Delete selected items (Delete)

Create a data point at the current position

Select the previous point (Ctrl+Shift+Left)

Select the next point (Ctrl+Shift+Right)

Select all points to the left of the Locator

Select all points to the right of the Locator

Align a point's value to the previous point
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Align a point's value to the next point

Align all selected points' values to the primary selection

Temporarily enables smudge curve drawing mode (S)

Temporarily enables freehand curve drawing mode (F)

Temporarily locks movement of points horizontally (H) 

Temporarily locks movement of points vertically (V) 

On the buttom right you find these buttons:

Zoom In (Ctrl + mouse wheele)

Zoom Out (Crtl + mouse wheele)

Zoom and scroll to full view

Next to these buttons you can find the horizontal scrollbar 
and above them the vertical scrollbar (only if the timeline is 
overfilled with channels).
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3 Channels
3.1 Digital Channel

The data points of a digital channel have the value 0 or 1. 
The interpolation of a curve is always "Step".

3.2 Analog/ Servo/ PWM Channel

The data points of an analog, servo or PWM channel can 
attain a value between 0 to 65535.

The interpolation of a curve is either "Linear", "Step" or 
"Curve". The interpolation can be changed of each data point in 
the "Properties" individually, or the whole channel can be set to 
a certain interpolation with the function "Default Interpolation" 
and all new data points get the selected interpolation.
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3.3 DMX Channel

Data points of the DMX channel can attain a value between 
0 and 255.

The interpolation of a curve is either "Linear", "Step" or 
"Curve". The interpolation can be changed of each data point 
in the "Properties" individually, or the whole channel is set to 
a certain interpolation with the function "Default Interpolation" 
and all new data points get the selected interpolation.

3.4 Color Channel

For adding a data point double click in the color channel. Each 
data point of a color channel can attain three values between 0 
and 255, that means for the color red you can choose a value 
between 0 and 255, also for the color green and blue.

If you want to change the channel output, select the 
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color channel and change the value of the "RedChannel", 
"GreenChannel" and "BlueChannel" in the tab "Properties" on 
the right.

3.5 RS232/ Command Channel

In a "RS232 Channel" or a serial out channel as well as in a 
"Command Channel" ASCII or HEX commands can be added 
to the show (ASCII). With a double click on your left mouse 
button an empty command will be added. This command can 
be assigned with an ASCII or HEX command within the section 
"Properties" on the right.

3.6 Audio Channel

If you want to be able to add an audio file to a show, you have 
to add an audio channel. Please read "Add an audio file" and 
"Add an audio file to the timeline" for further information. As well 
for assigning audio outputs the chapter "Muxer Configuration".

http://www.weigl-em.at/ascii/WEIGL_ASCII-Commands.pdf
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3.7 Interpolation

3.7.1 Default Interpolation

To change the interpolation of a channel activate (highlighted 
in grey) and change it in the settings section on the right.

In this example we are using an analog channel, either 
"Linear", "Step" or "Curve" can be chosen as interpolation. The 
change will affect all newly created data points. Already existing 
data points won't be affected by the adjustment.
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3.7.2 Change Interpolation

There are several ways to change the interpolation of data 
points. 

For this example we use an analog channel. The default 
interpolation of this channel is "Step". 

Change interpolation of several data points

To change the interpolation of several data points activate 
them (highlighted in yellow). Click on the right mouse button, 
choose "Points" -> "Change Interpolation" -> Check "Selection 
Only" and choose "Curve", afterwards press "Apply".

All activated data points changed their interpolation from 
"Step" to "Curve". The interpolation of the channel itself remains 
"Step".
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All newly created data points still have a "Step" interpolation.

To change the interpolation of all new data points as well, 
select the preferred "Default Interpolation" on the right. In this 
example we changed it from "Step" to "Curve".
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Now all new data points will have a "Curve" interpolation.

Change interpolation of a channel

When a new channel has been created adjust the interpolation 
by changing the "Default Interpolation".

If you want to change the interpolation of all data points of 
an existing channel at once, please follow these steps:

Activate the channel (highlighted in grey), click on the right 
mouse button, choose "Points" -> "Change Interpolation" 
-> choose the preferred interpolation and afterwards press 
"Apply".
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In this example we selected "Linear" for the second analog 
channel, so all data points of the channel had been changed.

ATTENTION!

The default interpolation of the channel will remain 
unchanged. If you want to change it as well please 
see "Default Interpolation".
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4 Group

For a better work flow and overview, it is highly recommended 
to group channels. Therefore, select the channels, which you 
want to group in the tab "Layout", press the right mouse button 
and select "Put into Group" or via the grouping icon. This is the 
procedure, if you have already several channels in your show 
and you want to group them. 

In case you create a new show, you can start with adding 
"Add a Group" first and then several channels within this new 
group (see "Adding").

4.1 Toggle Group Zoning Mode

All channels in the activated group can be edited with the 
"Toggle Group Zoning Mode" simultaneously. Therefore, you 
have to expand the toggle zone by pressing the "Toggle Group 
Zoning Mode" button on the right.
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Double click in the toggle zone to create a start and end 
point of the zone. When you press the left mouse button in 
this area the data points change their color from grey to yellow 
(activated) and the toggle zone to red.

4.1.1 Move data points

Press and hold the left mouse button in the toggle zone and 
move it to the position, where you want to move the data points. 
In this example we moved it to the left. During the motion, the 
old data points will be colored in grey and the new data points 
will be colored in yellow.
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After releasing the left mouse button the channel will look 
like this.

4.1.2 Scale data points

With the group zoning mode, you can also scale already 
existing data points. Therefore, you have to press with the left 
mouse button one of the top squares in your zoning mode. In 
this case we used the right square on the top and shortened the 
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distance between the data points by moving the square to the 
left. If you want to enlarge the distance between the data points 
you have to move your mouse to the right.

 

After releasing the square, the channel will look like this.

4.1.3 Copy data points

Copying data points is very similar to "Move data points".  
The most important difference, is that you also press the "Ctrl" 
key on your keyboard during the scaling process. 
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After releasing the "Crtl" key and the left mouse button, the 
channels will look like this.

4.1.4 Scale and copy data points

It is also possible to combine the scaling and copying 
process. If you don't want to touch all the channels in a group 
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you can lock them by pressing the "Lock/Unlock" button on the 
right, before you start the whole process.

After releasing your channels will look like this. As you can 
see the third channel is unchanged.
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5 Audio
5.1 Add an audio file

In the tab "Audio" next to the tab "Layout" you can add 
audio files to your show. Therefore, click on the "Load audio 
resources" button and import your audio file. If the import 
process was successful "Original File", "Imported File" and 
"Peaks File" will be checked.

ATTENTION!

It is highly recommended, to use a .wav file or an 
audio file with a very high quality. If the quality of 
the original data is already low the quality of the 
final audio can be inferior.

5.2 Add an audio file to the timeline

In the tab "Timeline" you can add an audio file via drag & 
drop, from the section "Audio" to an audio channel. Therefore, 
an audio channel has to be already in your show.
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ATTENTION!

If the audio file starts before "00:00:00.000" of your 
timeline, the file will be highlighted in red and when 
the show is exported no audio file will be created 
for that audio channel.
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If the beginning of the audio file is at the zero point or starts 
later on, the audio file will be highlighted in light grey and when 
you export the show an audio file will be created.

5.3 Muxer Configuration

In this chapter you will learn, how to assign audio channels 
to the audio outputs.

For instance, you use one ProCommander LX with 16 audio 
outputs to fill two areas with sound. In the first room there are 
ten loudspeakers (1-10) and in the second room six loudspeakers 
(11-16).

Your sketch can look like this. 
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Select the ProCommander LX in the tab "Timeline" 
(highlighted in grey) and check if the value of the "Internal Audio 
Channels" is 16 in your "Properties". If not, correct it to 16, to 
be able to use all 16 audio channels of the ProCommander LX.
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For assigning several audio outputs you have to activate an 
audio channel first. If the channels contains a mono audio file 
the "Muxer Configuration" in the tab "Properties" will look like 
this:

All brighter coloured squares are the assigned channels. In 
this example, we have chosen loudspeaker 1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 12, 14 
and 16 as audio outputs for this audio file.
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If you are using a stereo audio file, the "Muxer Configuration" 
will look like this: 

The left stereo channel is assigned to loudspeaker 1, 3, 6, 7, 
10 and 11. The right stereo channel is assigned to loudspeaker 
2, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 12.

The same procedure has to be done for a mulit-channel audio 
file. In this example we use the audio file for the second room. 
So you have to assign it to loudspeaker 11-16. It looks like this:
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6 Timeline

The whole show will be created in the tab "Timeline". 

A show can look like this: 

Please refer to the chapter "Basic information" to get 
familiar with the basics first and to the chapter "Channels", to 
know, which channels would be the best fit for your show.

6.1 Time Marker

Markers are bookmarks, which can be used for special 
actions or as a helper function for aligning data points. 

6.1.1 General Properties

For this example we are using a show with analog channels 
and one color channel. 
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For creating a new marker double click with the left mouse 
button in the marker bar. Rename the new marker in settings, 
for further information please refer to "Renaming".

In the section "Time" you can adjust the moment in time, 
confirm any adjustments with the return key. Underneath a 
specific action can be chosen for each marker:

• Ignore: The marker will be ignored by Conductor.

• Jump: The Locator will jump to the assigned target.
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• PunchIn: The timeline will switch to recording mode.

• PunchOut: The recording mode will be turned off.

• Pause: The playback will automatically pause.

• ExportStart: Everything before this marker will be ignored 
during the export of the show.

• ExportEnd: Everything after this marker will be ignored 
during the export of the show.

For this example we use "Ignore" as action.
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6.1.2 Style

Beneath the "General Settings" you can adjust the style of 
a marker. Therefore activate "Show vertical line" and choose a 
"Dash Style" for your marker.

For changing the color of a marker, activate the check box 
"Use Custom colors" and pick a color. 
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Move the data points near the marker, they will snap to the 
vertical line automatically. This procedure works with any data 
points, for example also in the color channel.
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7 DMX Recording

In the tab "DMX Recording" you can record an already 
existing DMX show and adjust it depending on your needs.

For this example, we use two ProCommander 2.

At first, we create a simple show with three DMX channels, 
red, green and blue. Afterwards, we save the show and export 
it to a microSD card (check "Autostart" and "Loop").

Insert the card in one of the two ProCommander 2. Connect 
both ProCommander with a DMX record cable and additionally  
the second ProCommander 2 via an Ethernet cable with the 
computer.
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Create a new show and add a ProCommander 2 to your 
show. Click on the tab "DMX Recording" and select the device.

Afterwards, press "Arm" to activate the ProCommander 2.

If the button "Enable Monitor Updates/s" is selected the 
values of each channel will be visualized. By pressing "Start 
Recording" the DMX values will be recorded. 

The button "Stop Recording" stops the recording process. 
Now save the raw recording data by pressing "Save Recording".
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Afterwards, add the recording to your current show by 
pressing "Load Recording" in the tab "Timeline", when you have 
activated the ProCommander with a right mouse click.

Change the last channel from 512 to 3, because for this 
example we recorded channel 1 to 3 and check "Multiple 
Channels". If you want to be able to adjust each channel 
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individually afterwards.

Now press "Apply". The three channels will be added to your 
ProCommander 2.

Now you should see all DMX channels and their curves with 
the recorded values.

To be able to adjust the recorded DMX values, unlock the 
channels by pressing the button "Lock/ unlock item".
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Now you see all points of a channel, which can be adjusted 
or removed.

You can see a hard cut at second 22. This is the reason, 
because we had activated the loop mode before exporting the 
show we had created. While the show was already running we 
started the DMX recording process.

If you want to remove this section, you can do this via the 
"Toggle Group Zoning mode". You can select with a left mouse 
double click the start and end point of this section.
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By pressing the "Clear Area" button all points will be 
removed.
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You can move all remaining points to the beginning of the 
timeline. If you select another end point in the toggle area. Use 
"drag and drop" and move the section to the front.

Finally, all channels have the exact same points as the 
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recorded show.

ATTENTION!

If you didn't select the loop mode in the first 
place, you can skip the last few points. But if you 
accidentally select it you know how to improve your 
recording.
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8 Deployment
8.1 Packages

Under the tab "Deployment" you can create "Packages" for 
your current project. Therefore, click the button "Create a new 
development package" on the very left side in this section. 

In this example the project is called "Test".
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8.2 HFX Files

Afterwards add your shows, which you want to use in this 
project in the "HFX Files" section.

Therefore, click the button "Add HFX file to package" right 
next to "HFX Files" and select the shows, which are needed.

For instance, if your project has two shows the settings 
could look like this.
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In this case the first and second show have to be swapped. 
Change the index into the preferred order. 

In the middle, you can define the trigger events of each 
show. In this case the first show should start automatically 
by powering on the device or by the insertion of the card, so 
"Autostart" is checked. The second show should start, if the 
first remote input is closed.

8.3 Advanced settings

By checking "Advanced settings", it expands and you will be 
able to change the audio format of the exported audio file, either 
OGG or AAC. Whichever software edition you are using, you 
can use different audio formats (see "License Management"). 

http://faq.weigl.support/support/solutions/articles/5000290555
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8.4 Deployment Targets

In the section "Deployment Targets" you can add a device as 
well as a folder, where you want to store the card files.

In this example a new folder is added with a click on the 
button "Add a deployment folder".

8.5 Customize control.ini

If you want to verify or customize the Control.ini file you can 

do this in this section. 

You can also edit a Control.ini file with a text editor later on.

8.6 Deploy

After all settings are set press the button "Deploy". 
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When the deployment process is finished the message 
"Deployment finished!" will appear.

Afterwards you can copy & paste the content of the card 
folder to the card, if you have stored the files in a local folder on 
your computer.

ATTENTION!

If you start the export process again ALL files will 
be overwritten.
If you want to be able to use the old files as well, 
save them under another file name before you start 
the deployment process.
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9 Devices

In the tab "Devices" you can scan all devices, which are 
connected via Ethernet cable with your computer. 

For instance, if you have connected a ProCommander and 
you press on "Discover Devices" the device will be listed right 
next to the button. By pressing "Info" on the right, the current 
main settings of this device will be listed underneath the button.
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10 Input Controllers

If you want to use input controllers for recording you have to 
configure them first. Whichever software edition you are using,  
you can use different devices (see "License Management"). 
For instance, you want to use a joystick.

All input controllers are listed in the left section, if they are 
connected with your computer. If you check one device you can 
edit the name on the right section.

Drag & drop all properties you want to use for recording 
from the section on the left "Available properties for (name of 
the device)", in this case "Joystick Logitech", to the right.

http://faq.weigl.support/support/solutions/articles/5000290555
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Underneath the section "Available properties for ..." you can 
see your group of properties, which you can use for creating 
a recording group. On the right you can configure them, if you 
need different settings than the default settings.

On the left you can save your package of your input 
controllers. 

After setting up your recording package you can configure a 
recording group.
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11 Audio Mixer

Beneath the timeline is the "Audio Levels" function.

You can adjust the volume of an audio channel with the 
audio levels. By pressing "None" or "All" all channels will be 
deactivated or activated. If they are activated the channel 
number will be highlighted in yellow.
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To adjust only a few channels at once, select them individually. 
For example channel 2, 5, 10, 12 and 14.

By changing one of the selected channels, all other activated 
channels will change as well. All other channels which are 
disabled won't change. 
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12 Point Sliders

The function "Point Slider" is also located beneath the 
timeline. It can be used within a group or a channel itself. You 
can activate or deactivate the channels with the buttons "All", 
"None" or "Selected". For example we want to change a DMX 
group.

Position the Locator, where you want to adjust the RGB 
lamp. Then press "All" under "Create Points". 

You'll get three new data points, each in every channel. The 
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value of the new data points depend on the previous and next 
data points of the curves.

If you want to change the value of a channel, you can do this 
by moving the slider. If you want to delete a data point, press 
the red "X" next to the channel title and above the value of the 
data point. Afterwards the red "X" becomes a yellow asterisk. 
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13 Recording Groups

As soon as you have created a package of input controller 
you can start with the recording groups.

Therefore, you have to add a new recording group with the 
little asterisk in the tab "Configuration".

Name your group and add several actions with the asterisk 
underneath the name of your group.

Then choose the device, which you want to use as well the 
property and action. Afterwards, assign the channel via drag & 
drop from the tab "Layout" to each "Recording Target Channel".
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Switch to the tab "View" on the left. Now, you can start 
recording.

Switch back in the tab "Timeline" and position the Locator 
in your timeline, where you want to start the recording process. 

Therefore, start your show with the "Play" button or with 
pressing the "space" key. As soon as you press "Punch in" in 
the "Recording Groups", you overwrite the channels you have 
assigned earlier. In this case, we assigned all three channels, 
so they will be highlighted in red during the recording process.
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v

After pausing the show and pressing "Punch Out", you'll see 
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the new data points of each channel, which can be adjusted 
individually.
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ATTENTION!

By pressing "Punch In" you'll overwrite ALL data 
points, which are already existing in each channel. 
So please double check, before you assign a channel 
to your recording group.

If you don't want to overwrite all assigned channels for any 
reason, you can lock each channel individually on the right side   
with the "Lock/Unlock item". In this case you'll see the locked 
channel won't be touched during the recording process.

After stopping the show and pressing "Punch Out" the DMX 
channel and the second digital channel get new data points, the 
first digital channel remains unchanged.
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14 Appendix
14.1 License Management

If you want to figure out: When your Conductor version will 
expire? Which Conductor edition you are using? What is the 
serial number of my Conductor dongle? Click on the button 
"Help" in the menu bar -> "License Management". 

Till the date of the "Service Period End" you are able to 
update your Conductor software and get all the new features  
and bug fixes for free. 

You can also use the software if the date already expired, but 
you won't be able to get the new features. Therefore you have 
to purchase an annual season ticket. Please, don't hesitate to  
contact us, we are looking forward to assist you.

14.1.1 Activate annual season ticket

After purchasing an annual season ticket click on the button 
"Help" in the menu bar -> "License Management" and click the 
button "Update". Afterwards the latest Conductor Version can 

http://faq.weigl.support/support/solutions/articles/5000290555
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be used till the end of the service period.
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15 F.A.Q.
I have a Conductor starter edition and I want to upgrade it 
to a full edition, is this possible?

Yes, feel free to contact us, we are happy to help.

Even though I've read the manual, I still have questions 
what can I do next?

Please check out our Weigl Support and Solutions Center. 
There you can submit a ticket or browse through our latest 
solutions.

What is the use of purchasing an annual season ticket?

If you want to be able to use the latest features of Conductro 
you have to purchase a season ticket annually. Feel free to 
contact us, we are happy to help.

Where do I find the latest software update, video trainings 
and other F.A.Q.'s?

Please check out our Weigl Support and Solutions Center. 

Is there any easy way to get informed automatically if a new 
software update is available?

You can subscribe our Twitter account WeiglSupport.

http://faq.weigl.support
http://faq.weigl.support
https://twitter.com/WeiglSupport
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